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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) is evaluating late-season water shortages in the Nowood 

River Watershed (Watershed), and identifying and evaluating potential surface water storage alternatives to address 

these shortages.  The WWDC is undertaking these efforts based on concerns with late-season water shortages raised by 

area landowners.  The Nowood River Storage, Level II, Phase II Study (Project or Level II, Phase II Study) expands 

and refines analyses of the Meadowlark Lake (enlargement) and Alkali Creek (new reservoir) storage alternatives 

(Figure ES-1).  These two sites, which largely service geographically different areas and are considered independent 

alternatives, were identified as the top-ranked storage alternatives during the Nowood River Storage Level II, Phase I 

Study (Level II, Phase I Study).   

 

The Project and this report focus on the Alkali Creek alternative; although, some Project activities (e.g., temporary 

stream gauging, wetland delineations, and agency coordination) also encompass the Meadowlark Lake alternative.  

Specific information pertaining to Meadowlark Lake will be presented in a separate Level II, Phase II Study report.  

The proposed Alkali Creek reservoir is sited on Alkali Creek, an intermittent tributary to Paint Rock Creek in the lower 

Watershed (Figure ES-2).  The reservoir, as currently designed, would store 7,994 acre-feet, and would be filled with 

flow from Alkali Creek and flow diverted from Paint Rock Creek and Medicine Lodge Creek via enlargements to the 

Anita Supplemental Ditch and the Anita Ditch (Figure ES-2).  This proposed reservoir could reduce late-season 

shortages in the lower Watershed by 58%.   

 

1.1 PROJECT PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
Landowners in the Watershed, concerned with late season water shortages, as well as other Watershed issues, formed 

the Proponents of Nowood Drainage Storage (Steering Committee/Project Sponsor) and requested WWDC funding for 

a watershed investigation in the fall of 2007.  Their application was successful and the 2008 Wyoming Legislature 

awarded funding for the Nowood River Watershed Level I Study (Level I Study).   

 

The purpose of the Level I Study was to evaluate and describe the Watershed and to develop a Watershed Management 

Plan.  Through the course of the Level I Study, Anderson Consulting Engineers (ACE) and the Wyoming Water 

Development Office (Office) developed recommendations for irrigation system conservation and rehabilitation, 

livestock and/or wildlife upland watering opportunities, grazing management opportunities, other upland management 

opportunities, and stream rehabilitation.  The Level I Study also concluded that late season water shortages exist, but 

that water is available for storage during high, spring flows.  The Level I Study identified 35 sites that potentially could 

be developed as storage reservoirs.  
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The WWDC contracted with Trihydro Corporation (Trihydro) in June 2010 to provide professional services for the 

Level II, Phase I Storage Study.  The Level II, Phase I study expanded on the Level I Study findings, and identified 

5 additional potential storage sites.  In addition, the study estimated potential water shortages, estimated water available 

for storage, investigated and evaluated potential storage locations, and assessed the capability of the highest-ranked 

storage locations to meet water shortages and provide other Watershed benefits.  The Level II, Phase I Study 

conclusions supported those of the Level I Study; late-season water shortages do exist, there is sufficient water 

available for storage during spring runoff, and there are viable storage alternatives in the Watershed.  The Level II, 

Phase I Study identified Meadowlark Lake and Alkali Creek as the top-ranked alternatives and recommended these 

alternatives be evaluated further.   

 

The Level II, Phase II Study commenced in March 2012 to further evaluate the Alkali Creek storage alternative.  

Specific scope aspects included continuing public outreach and agency coordination; continuing data collection and 

refining the hydrologic model; continuing temporary stream gauging (including Meadowlark Lake-associated streams); 

delineating wetlands at both the Meadowlark Lake and Alkali Creek sites, conducting paleontological and Class III 

archeological investigations; performing topographic surveys; and conducting subsurface geotechnical investigations to 

assess foundation and borrow sources at the Alkali Creek site.  The information compiled was used to refine and 

expand the Alkali Creek conceptual design, further assess potential impacts and benefits, and revise costs estimates and 

economic analyses.   

 

1.2 PROJECT FINDINGS 

1.2.1 HYDROLOGIC ANALYSES 
A State of Colorado Stream Simulation Model (StateMOD) hydrologic model was developed during the Level II, 

Phase I Study to simulate Watershed flows.  This model incorporates historic stream flow, diversions, and storage 

records within the Watershed to simulate flows over a specific period.  The model was refined during the Level II, 

Phase II Study to incorporate recent diversion records, revised reservoir data, updated irrigated lands, and to expand the 

model period through 2013.  The model was also revised to disaggregate nodes in the Paint Rock Creek watershed and 

along the Lower Nowood River (Focus Area) to allow the model to better represent individual water rights, irrigated 

acreage, and return flows.  The Level II, Phase I StateMOD model represented the Focus Area using 22 model nodes, 

including 16 explicit nodes and 6 aggregated nodes.  The Level II, Phase II StateMOD model represents this same area 

using 49 explicit nodes. 

 

The Level II, Phase II StateMOD model simulated total Watershed demand during the irrigation season (April-October) 

in a year with average hydrologic conditions to be 147,861 acre-feet, of which 69,123 acre-feet occurs in the Focus 
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Area.  Of this total demand, the average annual shortage is estimated to be approximately 18% (26,803 acre-feet) for 

the entire Watershed and 14% (9,842 acre-feet) for the Focus Area.   

 

Model simulations show that developing and operating the Alkali Creek reservoir alternative would significantly 

reduce the shortages on Alkali Creek, the main stem of Paint Rock Creek, and the Lower Nowood River.  The model 

simulates Watershed shortages of 20,960 acre-feet with the reservoir, a 22% reduction.  In the Focus Area, the model 

simulates reservoir operations reducing shortages to 5,723 acre-feet, a 58% reduction.  Sufficient yield (available 

water) exists to support a larger reservoir at the Alkali Creek site, which would reduce shortages further; however, the 

reservoir size is constrained by topography.   

 

1.2.2 PURPOSE AND NEED 
The purpose of the proposed Alkali Creek Reservoir is to provide water storage to address late-season irrigation 

shortages in the lower Nowood River watershed, including the Paint Rock Creek watershed.  The need is substantiated 

by the hydrologic modeling and investigation results, which simulate shortages in the Alkali Creek Reservoir service 

area of 9,842 acre-feet during normal hydrologic years.  In addition to addressing late-season water shortages, the 

proposed action would also provide additional benefits such as reducing flooding in the Paint Rock Creek and Alkali 

Creek drainages and reducing stream erosion by capturing a portion of high spring flows and attenuating storm flows.  

The proposed action would also create new recreational opportunities, enhance wildlife and fisheries habitat, create 

additional wetlands, improve downstream water quality, and improve stream ecosystems through additional late-season 

flows.   

 

1.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The WWDC’s intent is to identify issues or concerns that could affect a project’s ability to emerge successfully through 

the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, and determine whether these issues or concerns may pose a 

fatal flaw or if they can be avoided or mitigated.  To this end, the Project scope included continuing coordination with 

affected agencies and continuing to evaluate environmental considerations raised by agencies or identified through 

reviews of available mapping and field observations.    

 

1.2.3.1 SAGE-GROUSE 

The leading environmental consideration raised by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (anticipated to be the lead 

agency for NEPA), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and the Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WGFD) 

centered on Greater Sage-Grouse (Sage-Grouse).  Sage-Grouse are a candidate for listing under the Endangered 

Species Act, and in an effort to conserve habitat and maintain Sage-Grouse populations, Wyoming has adopted a 
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Greater Sage-Grouse Core Population Area (Core Area) strategy.  This strategy is managed by WGFD and the 

Sage-Grouse Implementation Team (SGIT).  One of the Version 3 (June 29, 2010) Sage-Grouse Core Area boundaries 

followed the Alkali Creek alignment.  Therefore, the portion of the proposed reservoir east of Alkali Creek was within 

the Version 3 Core Area. 

 

In compliance with the State of Wyoming Sage-Grouse Executive Order 2011-05 (SGEO), Trihydro analyzed the 

Project using the Sage-Grouse Disturbance and Density Calculation Tool (DDCT).  Applying the DDCT resulted in a 

calculated disturbance of 9.48%, which exceeds the 5% disturbance threshold.  However, the majority of the 

disturbance area is comprised of existing irrigated lands; the Project disturbance makes up only 0.32% of the 

disturbance.  Additionally, Western Ecosystems Technology Inc. (WEST) conducted a Sage-Grouse habitat evaluation 

for the portion of the reservoir pool area located within the Version 3 Core Area.  WEST’s evaluation determined that 

the area contained less than 5% sagebrush cover and; therefore, does not meet the Sage-Grouse habitat definition per 

the SGEO.   

 

The Office subsequently, and in coordination with SGIT’s solicitation for input on the SGEO and Core Area boundary 

revisions, requested that the Core Area boundary be adjusted to remove the Project area determined to encompass 

unsuitable habitat.  The Version 4 Core Area boundaries, issued as part of Executive Order 2015-4 on July 29, 2015, do 

not include the unsuitable Project habitat areas.   

 

The U.S. Department of the Interior later announced, on September 22, 2015, that the FWS concluded Sage-Grouse do 

not warrant listing under the Endangered Species Act due to successful conservation efforts.   

 

1.2.3.2 WETLAND RESOURCES 

Another important consideration for multiple agencies is affects on wetland resources.  To assess potential effects, 

Trihydro delineated wetlands in the proposed Alkali Creek reservoir pool area, and within the embankment, spillway, 

and outlet structure footprints.  The wetland delineation identified 1.8 acres of wetlands that would be inundated or 

filled by the proposed dam embankment and the reservoir pool. 

 

The actual compensatory mitigation wetland acreage will be determined by the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE), but 

will likely be at a 1.5:1 mitigation to disturbance ratio.  Based on a ratio of 1.5:1, 2.7 acres of constructed wetlands 

would be required to mitigate wetland impacts.  With the potential for wetland banking in mind, approximately 

8.2 acres of potential wetland construction areas have been identified within the Project area.  Wetland locations and 

designs will be refined during future Project phases.   
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1.2.3.3 WATER QUALITY 

The FWS expressed concerns during the Level II, Phase I Study that the proposed Alkali Creek reservoir may have the 

potential to accumulate selenium due to the seleniferous geologic formations (Cloverly and Morrison shale, and Mowry 

and Thermopolis shale) in the area.  As described by the FWS, elevated selenium concentrations (greater than 2 

micrograms per liter [ug/L]) can impact fish and aquatic birds.  To assess the potential for selenium accumulation, the 

Project team performed a bedrock geology desktop study, and collected and analyzed sediment and surface water 

samples.      

 

Based on a review of available bedrock geologic mapping, seleniferous geologic formations have not been identified in 

the Medicine Lodge and Paint Rock Creek watersheds upstream of the proposed reservoir diversion points.  These 

watersheds will provide the primary water source for the proposed reservoir.  However, both the Cloverly and Morrison 

shale and Mowry and Thermopolis shale formations were identified in the lower end of the Alkali Creek watershed.     

 

Selenium was not detected in water or sediment samples collected from Paint Rock Creek, Medicine Lodge Creek, 

Alkali Creek, or the Anita Ditch.  Based on the desktop study and analytical results, selenium accumulation is not 

expected to be an issue for the proposed Alkali Creek reservoir.  However, expanded evaluations may be appropriate 

during NEPA and or final reservoir design.   

 

1.2.3.4 OTHER RESOURCES 

Other resources and considerations evaluated during the Project, include migratory birds and eagles, big game, and 

aquatic resources.  Potential impacts, if any, on these resources appear to be avoidable or can be mitigated.  Potential 

impacts and approaches to avoid or mitigate these impacts will continue to be evaluated and refined during the NEPA 

process and detailed design.    

 

1.2.4 CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Based on the Level II, Phase I Study findings and input from the BLM, a Class III cultural study was performed during 

the Level II, Phase II Study.  The cultural study was expanded to include a paleontological study based on 

paleontological sensitivity for the geologic formations in the Alkali Creek area and BLM input. 

 

1.2.4.1 CLASS III CULTURAL STUDY 

LTA, Inc. (LTA) performed the Class III cultural inventory to assess the cultural resources that may be present within 

the proposed site.  The total area of potential effect (APE) surveyed was 541.5 acres; 334.4 on private land, and 

207.1 on BLM administered land.  The Class III inventory included visiting 1 previously recorded site (Anita Ditch), 
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and recording 11 new sites, 1 potential historic district, and 7 isolated resources.  The inventory also included assessing 

potential Project visual intrusions for 3 previously recorded Native American sites outside the APE.   

 

The Anita Ditch was previously determined not eligible, and the Class III survey indicated that the Anita Supplemental 

Ditch is likely ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places.  Several small sites and isolated resources were 

identified north of State Highway 31.  None of the sites are believed to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register 

of Historic Places.  However, the cultural study does propose a Lower Alkali Creek Rural Historic District south of 

State Highway 31.  LTA believes that certain elements of this area may be eligible for the National Register of Historic 

Places.   

 

Mitigation may be required for the potential historic district if elements are determined eligible for the National 

Register of Historic Places.  The study also recommends tribal consultation to better understand mitigation measures 

that may be required for the Project’s visual intrusion on two of the three Native American sites outside the APE.  This 

consultation will be led by the BLM during the NEPA process. 

 

1.2.4.2 PALEONTOLOGICAL STUDY 

SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) conducted the paleontological study, which consisted of evaluating 

existing data and performing a field survey of specific proposed Alkali Creek reservoir areas for fossil record evidence.  

As requested by the BLM Worland Filed Office, the field survey areas concentrated on the Morrison and Cloverly 

Formations, which have a high to very high paleontological sensitivity.  The pre-field records search did not yield any 

previously recorded paleontological resources within the APE and no fossils were found during the field survey.       

 

1.2.5 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION 
A geotechnical investigation was completed to evaluate the proposed dam foundation conditions, the reservoir’s ability 

to hold water, the available borrow materials for dam construction, and to provide a geotechnical engineering basis for 

the conceptual dam design.  Hollingsworth Associates, Inc. (HAI) conducted site field investigations, laboratory 

testing, and developed the geotechnical conclusions and design recommendations.  The site field investigations 

consisted of installing eight exploratory borings along the dam centerline and in the proposed spillway crest to 

investigate embankment foundation soils and rock, and excavating six test pits upstream of the proposed embankment 

to explore potential embankment borrow materials.  HAI conducted laboratory testing to evaluate the engineering 

characteristics of the materials collected from the exploratory borings and test pits.  Surficial geologic mapping and 

seismic evaluations were also completed to support the geotechnical investigation, and to provide site information 

necessary to develop design recommendations.   
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Based on the geotechnical investigation, HAI concluded that the borrow materials are suitable for embankment 

construction.  The recommended earthen embankment, incorporated into the conceptual design, is essentially 

homogeneous with a core that is placed at a higher moisture content and with a higher compaction requirement than the 

surrounding embankment material.  The embankment section includes a 20-foot crest, and incorporates a chimney 

filter/drain on the downstream face of the core that connects to a horizontal drainage blanket. 

 

The geotechnical recommendations also include placing a 2-foot thick compacted clay liner on both abutments to 

control seepage through the siltstones and sandstones of the Cloverly and Morrison Formations.  In addition to 

stripping the top 1 foot of material below the embankment footprint and constructing a key trench on the dam center 

line, a soil-bentonite slurry wall is also recommended.  The proposed slurry wall should be 2 feet thick and should 

extend a minimum depth of 2 feet into the underlying claystone or sandy clay beneath the granular soils and granular 

bedrock.  The purpose of the soil-bentonite slurry wall is to cut off the granular soils and bedrock encountered below 

the dam.   

 

Recommendations for dam performance instrumentation were included in the geotechnical recommendations.  These 

included installing a row of displacement monuments along the downstream edge of the dam crest and a second row in 

the downstream dam face to measure vertical and horizontal displacement.  A single row of inclinometers are 

recommended in the dam crest, extending into the foundation materials, to measure dam embankment horizontal 

displacement.  A minimum of five, open well piezometers are recommended to be installed in the downstream dam 

face to measure pore water pressures in the dam foundation materials.      

 

1.2.6 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
A conceptual reservoir design was developed based on the hydrologic model simulations, geotechnical investigation 

results and recommendations, topography, and environmental considerations.  The design includes the dam 

embankment, spillways, intake and outlet structures, public access, and improvements to the Anita Ditch and Anita 

Supplemental supply ditches.  Alternative dam alignments and heights were not evaluated as the reservoir size is 

constrained by topography.  The right abutment limits the maximum dam height, and a larger reservoir would impact 

an upstream landowner.  However, alternative spillway configurations were evaluated as part of the conceptual design.   

 

1.2.6.1 CONCEPTUAL DAM DESIGN 

The conceptual dam is located on Alkali Creek, approximately 1.6 miles upstream of Alkali Creek’s confluence with 

Paint Rock Creek, and approximately 1,800 feet north of State Highway 31 (Figure ES-2).  The conceptual dam design 

incorporates the geotechnical recommendations, including, but not limited to clay blankets on the abutments, a soil-
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bentonite slurry cutoff wall, slope protection, key trench, chimney drain, and horizontal drainage blanket.  The main 

embankment is approximately 2,500 feet long and 98 feet high (at its max cross section), with a crest elevation of 

4,500 ft-amsl.  The dam also includes a west dike that is approximately 275 feet long and 15 feet high and a north dike 

that is 1,200 feet long and 8 feet high.  The dam, as currently designed will impound 7,994 acre-feet, including a 

5,996 acre-feet irrigation pool.  The reservoir pool footprint covers 294 acres.   

 

1.2.6.2 CONCEPTUAL OUTLET WORKS DESIGN 

The conceptual dam outlet works are comprised of an inclined intake structure, an 18-inch diameter low level outlet, 

and double 24-inch diameter outlet pipes.  The low level outlet is designed to exceed published design guidance 

regarding the ability to dewater 90% of the normal operating water volume in 120 days with 50% blockage.  Similarly, 

the outlet pipes are designed to allow 75% of the normal operating capacity to be dewatered in 30 days, assuming 

50% blockage (200 cfs).  The outlet works are capable of discharging approximately 337 cfs at normal operating levels; 

although the operating discharges will be significantly less. 

 

1.2.6.3 CONCEPTUAL SPILLWAY DESIGNS 

Multiple principal and auxiliary spillway combinations were evaluated based on topography and foundation conditions.  

Designs and cost estimates were prepared for three different spillway configurations.  Option 1 includes a concrete 

stepped principal spillway along the right abutment, and a grass-lined auxiliary spillway located approximately 

2,100 feet northwest of the right abutment.  Option 2 combines a concrete principal spillway within a grass-lined 

auxiliary spillway in the same location as the Option 1 auxiliary spillway.  Option 3 includes a concrete chute principal 

spillway that transitions to an articulated concrete block-lined channel along the left abutment and the same auxiliary 

spillway as Option 1.  Although the cross section and orientation of the spillways in each option differ, each principal 

spillway is designed to pass the 100-year, 24-hour storm event of approximately 4,000 cfs.  Each auxiliary spillway is 

designed for the full PMF or 15,000 cfs.  The spillway storm events are based on an assumed high hazard dam 

classification.   

 

1.2.6.4 CONCEPTUAL SUPPLY DITCH DESIGN 

In addition to water captured in Alkali Creek, water will be supplied to the proposed reservoir through the existing 

Anita Supplemental (approximately 0.5 miles) and Anita (approximately 4.3 miles) ditches.  These ditches will convey 

flow from Medicine Lodge Creek and Paint Rock Creek.  Several reservoir filling scenarios were evaluated to develop 

the supply ditches design flow.  Design flows vary from 47 cfs to fill the operating pool (5,996 acre-feet) in 60 days to 

135 cfs to fill the entire reservoir (7,994 acre-feet) in 30 days.  In addition to the flows required to fill the reservoir, the 

supply ditches would also need to carry the current appropriated flows.  Therefore, the supply ditches would need to be 
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capable of conveying up to 150 cfs.  This would require enlarging the current ditch sections (variable, but roughly 

trapezoidal with an 8-foot bottom, 4.6-foot depth, and 1.3H:1V side slopes) to a trapezoidal section consisting of an 

8-foot bottom, 5-foot depth, and 2H:1V side slopes.    

 

1.2.7 COST ESTIMATE AND ECONOMIC ANALYSES 
Costs estimates were developed for the three Alkali Creek conceptual design options.  The cost estimates include pre-

construction costs, capital construction costs, wetland mitigation, water management during construction, and 

contingencies.  These conceptual-level costs (+/- 20% to 30%) include $34,069,000 for Option 3, $34,722,000 for 

Option 1, and $40,028,000 for Option 2.  Annual operation and maintenance (O&M) costs were also estimated.  These 

costs are estimated at $71,400/year for the first 5 years (due to wetland monitoring) and $41,700/year thereafter.    

 

1.2.7.1 DIRECT AND INDIRECT BENEFITS 

Economic analyses indicate that the proposed Alkali Creek reservoir could generate approximately $277,519/year in 

net income (direct benefits) based on increased crop production.  Indirect benefits, including entrepreneurial income, 

property income, and labor income, would also likely increase due to the reservoir.  For the agricultural sector in 

Wyoming, a factor of 2.63 may be used to estimate indirect income.  For every $1.00 of increased farm income, 

another $1.63 in increased indirect income may be expected.  Applying this factor results in a total annual indirect and 

direct benefit of $729,875 due to the Alkali Creek reservoir. 

 

1.2.7.2 ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 

Watts and Associates provided a quantifiable review of additional public benefits due to still-water recreation, stream 

fishing, wetland creation, wildlife habitat, and other potential effects.  Their evaluation concluded that a new reservoir 

on Alkali Creek would provide a benefit that ranges from approximately $6.1 million to $9.6 million due to 

opportunities for recreational fishing, boating, swimming, picnicking, and bird watching.   

 

1.2.7.3 FINANCING AND WILLINGNESS TO PAY ANALYSIS 

The WWDC project financing standard is 67% grant with the remaining 33% of project costs to be repaid by the 

project sponsor.  The WWDC also has the ability to grant up to 75% with the remaining 25% repaid by the project 

sponsor.  These funding criteria, including a 4% interest rate based on statutory guidelines; 5-year interest payment 

deferment after project completion; and a 50-year loan period, were applied to the Alkali Creek reservoir construction 

costs.  The resulting annual installments would be more than $450,000/year, which the Project Sponsor likely could not 

afford.    
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On storage projects such as this, the WWDC and the Wyoming Legislature have the ability to approve financing 100% 

of the project cost based on the relative benefits to the State and the sponsor as estimated by the WWDC.  Therefore, a 

willingness to pay analysis was also completed to estimate a loan percentage that might be manageable for the Project 

Sponsor.  Loan percentages were calculated based on willingness to pay rates of $10, $15, and $20/acre-foot.  These 

rates provide annual revenue of $60,000, $89,900, and $119,900, which equate to the Project Sponsor’s share ranging 

from 3% to 7% for a 50-year term and from 3% to 6% for a 30-year term.  However, annual O&M costs would 

effectively reduce the annual revenue available for loan repayment to $18,300, $48,200, and $78,200.  These annual 

revenues equate to the Project Sponsor’s share ranging from 1% to 5% for a 50-year term and from 1% to 4% for a 

30-year term.   

 

1.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the Project work completed, Alkali Creek is a viable reservoir site that will benefit the Watershed through 

reducing late-season water shortages, creating diverse habitat, and providing recreation opportunities.  The site does not 

appear to affect the environment negatively and the affected private landowner supports the Project.  The proposed 

Alkali Creek reservoir should continue to be advanced as a storage alternative to reduce late-season water shortages in 

the lower Watershed.  Recommended activities include: 

 Commence the NEPA process 

 Continue temporary stream gauging along Tensleep Creek (to support the Meadowlark Lake alternative) 

 Continue communication with agencies and Watershed stakeholders 

 Evaluate options to divert flows from Paint Rock Creek to Medicine Lodge Creek upstream of the Anita 

Supplement Ditch (Paint Rock Creek) and the Highland Ditch (Medicine Lodge Creek) 

 Investigate or identify viable riprap sources 

 Investigate subsurface materials in the proposed auxiliary spillway cut 

 Perform sediment loading studies and stream function assessments on Alkali Creek 

 Continue efforts to address Sage-Grouse considerations 

 Continue to develop and refine dam and reservoir components including diversion structures, supply ditches, 

spillways, outlet works, public access, and the embankment 

 Perform modeling and develop detailed designs for stabilization measures downstream along Alkali Creek 

 Begin permitting processes (Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality, ACOE, Wyoming State Engineer’s 

Office, etc.) 
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The proposed Alkali Creek reservoir does not address all the shortages experienced in the Watershed.  As discussed in 

the Level II, Phase I Summary Report, the nature of the Watershed precludes one alternative from satisfying all the 

Watershed shortages.  Ongoing evaluations relative to enlarging Meadowlark Lake or modifying operational practices 

should continue.  Additionally, there were other viable alternatives identified for other focus/service areas during the 

Level II, Phase I Study.  These alternatives should be considered when or if there is renewed interest in storage in the 

upper Watershed, or if ownership changes.   
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